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   Great people get things  done . 

 This means their communications must cause others to  do  things. 

 However, most communication isn ’ t like this. Instead of causing the  do , it transfers 
understanding:

   •    Let ’ s  share  the new strategy,  inform  everyone of the company ’ s vision,  update  
each other,  upskill  the team. 

  •    During today ’ s meeting, we will  discuss  A, B, C. 
  •    The  content  of my presentation is X, Y, Z.   

 But transferring understanding only  tells  people things. You want your communica-
tions to  cause  something. That ’ s the point of them. They ’ re a means to an end, not 
the end. In fact, my Golden Rule of Communication is:

   How to prepare 
communication that works    

   Communication is only effective if it causes the DO.  

   In other words, the only way to tell whether a communication has worked is by 
what the recipients  do  as a result. For example, a strategy roll-out is only e- ective 
if people change their behaviours. A workshop is only e- ective if delegates ’  per-
formance improves. An email is only e- ective if the reader does what you want. 

 It sounds so obvious. But people don ’ t think of this as often as they should, focusing 
instead on what they want to talk about. After all, how many:
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4  THE SNOWBALL EFFEC T

   •    Meetings go on too long and achieve nothing? 
  •    Presentations leave you thinking, “OK, I get it. But what am I supposed to do 

now?” 
  •    Conference calls make you think, “Well, that was a wasted hour I ’ ll never get 

back.”   

 So, with communication, it ’ s not what you  say , it ’ s what you  cause . After all, which 
meeting would you rather attend? One starting with “Today ’ s meeting will last 60 
minutes, and the agenda is A, B, C, D and E”, or “The purpose of this meeting is to 
help us  do  X and Y. As soon as we can, we ’ ll ; nish”.  

  THE PROBLEM WITH HOW PEOPLE PREPARE 
COMMUNICATION 

 Communication has three elements – the start, content, and end. And people 
usually prepare in that order – the start, then the content, then the end:

   •    With emails – they write the title ; rst, then line 1, then lines 2, 3  . . .   
  •    With presentations – slide 1, then slides 2, 3  . . .   
  •    With meetings/conference calls – agenda item 1, then items 2, 3  . . .     

 And this approach makes sense. After all, it ’ s the order in which the points will be 
discussed. 

 But, even though it ’ s the most widespread approach, it isn ’ t the best. Far from it. 
And here ’ s why. 
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 HOW TO PREPARE COMMUNICATION THAT WORKS 5

 Someone recently asked for my feedback on this email:

    

Reply
Reply
to All

Forward Delete Other Actions

Subject: Figures 

EVERYONE

I AM FED UP WITH HAVING TO CHASE YOU
ALL FOR YOUR FIGURES EVERY MONTH.

I want our relationship to be that of business partners,
equals, peers.

But increasingly I am finding our relationship
is becoming that of parent‐child.

John 

 

   There ’ s clearly a lot wrong here! It ’ s rude, abrupt, and impersonal. The capitals 
suggest shouting. It probably should have been a phone call instead. 

 But there ’ s a bigger problem. John didn ’ t ask the readers to  do  anything. So they 
didn ’ t. He broke the Golden Rule about the DO. 

 You see, one of the problems of preparing communications in the traditional “start–
content–end” way is that, like John, people often forget to add the DO at the end. 
To remedy this, they need a better approach to communicating.  

  THE 231 APPROACH: THE BEST WAY TO COMMUNICATE 
EFFECTIVELY 

 Since the DO is the most important thing – after all, it ’ s the reason you ’ re com-
municating – your ; rst step must be to start there. 
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6  THE SNOWBALL EFFEC T

  Step 1: Start with the end (the  DO ) 

     
Traditional 1st 2nd 3rd

Start Content End

The 231 Approach  1st
(DO)

 

   When John showed me his email, we had this chat:

     Me:     So, what did you want people to  do  after reading it?  
  John:     Send me their fi gures.  
  Me:     I bet they didn ’ t, did they?  
  John:     They didn ’ t actually. How did you know?  
  Me:     You didn ’ t ask them to.  
  John:     Well it ’ s obvious.  
  Me:     Not to me. And, even if it was, I didn ’ t know  which  fi gures; or  how  you 

wanted me to send them; or by  when . I just thought you were 
shouting at me and calling me childish.    

   There are three steps to creating a clear DO:

   1.    Make it very speci; c, by asking yourself “What–When–How”:
   What : Send me this month ’ s ; gures. 
  When : By the end of the week. 
  How : By email. 
 (Note: you don ’ t address “why” here. As you ’ ll see shortly, this goes in 

the title.)   
  2.    Introduce it pleasantly – “Please can you” is more likely to work than “I 

need you to”. 
  3.    Give them context – and therefore motivation – by adding what you ’ ll do 

with their DO:
  In John ’ s case, this was that, after receiving their ; gures, he ’ d input 

them into his system.     
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 HOW TO PREPARE COMMUNICATION THAT WORKS 7

 The bottom of John ’ s email now reads as:

    

Reply
Reply
to All

Forward Delete Other Actions

Please can you email me this month’s figures by the end of the week?

Then I will update the system to reflect how well you’ve done.  

 

   Pretty clear, yes? And much more likely to work. 

 And, of course, this “DO step” isn ’ t just for emails:

   •    When the last slide of your presentation says “Thank you”, your audience will 
say “You ’ re welcome”. Nice, but not the only impact you wanted. However, 
when the slide says “Next steps”, there tend to be some. 

  •    In meetings, when you start with the agenda, people focus on the agenda. 
But when you start with the meeting ’ s  purpose  – the DO – everyone focuses 
on that. So more gets done, and in much less time. 

  •    When writing a document, adding a box which says “Action required” on the 
front gets quicker, better responses.   

 Here ’ s one ; nal tip about the DO: in John ’ s example, his team had to do their DO 
(send the ; gures)  before  John could do his (put them on the system). Sometimes, 
 your  action isn ’ t dependent on people doing  theirs  ; rst. When this happens, go ; rst. 
Research shows when you give ; rst, people usually feel they “owe” you, so are more 
inclined to reciprocate quickly. 

 So, starting with the DO is a great start. But there are two problems with it as it 
stands:

   1.    There ’ s no bene; t to his team of doing the DO. If it ’ s not in their interest 
to do it, they won ’ t want to do it; and 

  2.    John ’ s email is called “Figures” – a boring title that means the email 
mightn ’ t even be opened.   

 The second step removes both problems.  
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8  THE SNOWBALL EFFEC T

  Step 2: Create an intriguing title/intro (using  AFTERs ) 

     

Start Content End

1st
(DO)

The 231 Approach  2nd
(AFTERs)

 

   Your title/intro should draw people in. Your email titles should mean they get 
opened. Your Slide 1 should make people want to see Slide 2. Your meeting titles 
should ensure people attend. 

 Unfortunately, most titles simply  describe  the content. This is what happened with 
John – the email was about ; gures, so he called it “Figures”. Other titles you ’ ll have 
seen/heard thousands of times include “Update”, “Miscellaneous”, “Q2 Overview”, 
“Our background/process/expertise”. And, of course, good old “FYI”. 

 Don ’ t all these sound  boring ? 

 To create intriguing titles/intros, use something I call AFTERs: explain why they ’ ll be 
better o-   AFTER  hearing you (so, this is where you address the “why” question I 
mentioned earlier). 

 AFTERs are great for securing buy-in. They ’ re what people always want. For instance, 
nobody buys toothpaste because they want  toothpaste ; they want clean teeth 
AFTER using it. Nobody wants a hairbrush; they want nice hair. Nobody wants a 
newspaper; they want the news. And  nobody  wants an email called “Figures”. 

 In John ’ s example, the recipients ’  ; gures had a direct bearing on how much they 
got paid. This gave him the title:

   “Making sure you get paid the right amount this month.”  

   You can imagine how quickly people responded to this, compared to “Figures”! 

 And again, this step applies to all communication, not just emails:

   •    Always include the main AFTER in either the title (like John did), or a subtitle 
– “Excel Intermediate:  How to save a day every month ”. 

  •    Where appropriate, reinforce it with your introductory sentence – “This 
communication will help us to [AFTER]”. 

  •    And, if you ’ re writing a business book, don ’ t just call it  The Snowball E  ect ! On 
its own, it doesn ’ t make sense. It ’ s much better to put an AFTER in the 
subtitle:  Communication techniques to make you unstoppable.    
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 HOW TO PREPARE COMMUNICATION THAT WORKS 9

 Some people think it feels odd to say the  why  before the  what . But it ’ s important 
to say the  why  ; rst. It instantly switches the recipient ’ s brain from apathetic to 
engaged, so they then receive your communication more positively. 

 This works pretty well at home too. For example, if I say to my children, “Please will 
you go to bed”, they start thinking “no” the minute they hear the word “bed”. In fact, 
they ’ re so pre-occupied with the loathsome word “bed” that they don ’ t listen to the 
AFTER I might have added “and I ’ ll give you a million pounds”. 

 But M ip it round, start with the AFTER, and look what happens:

     Me:     Hey kids, do you want a million pounds?  
  Them:     Yes please, Dad.  
  Me:     OK. All you have to do is go to bed.  
  Them:     Great. I ’ m going now.    

   It ’ s pretty expensive, but it sure does work! 

 One ; nal (but very important) note about AFTERs: they can either be business 
related (“this will help you reduce costs”) or emotional (“this will help you feel part 
of the team”). As you know, people often decide based on emotion, and then justify 
based on logic. So, make sure your AFTERs tie into what  really  drives the person 
you ’ re speaking with. 

 So the rule is: state their AFTER  $ rst , not  after  everything else.  

  Step 3: Write your content (minimum length; maximum interest) 
 And ; nally – at last! – we get to the content.

    

Start Content End

1st
(DO)

The 231 Approach  2nd
(AFTERs)

3rd
(minimum length;
maximum interest)

 

   So far, the ; rst two steps have shown:

   1.     What  you want them to do. 
  2.     Why  they ’ ll bene; t after doing so.   
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10  THE SNOWBALL EFFEC T

 There ’ s often not much more to say. Look at John ’ s email now:

    

Reply
Reply
to All

Forward Delete Other Actions

Making sure you get paid the right amount this month

Please can you email me this month’s figures by the end of the week?

Then I will update the system to reflect how well you’ve done.   

 

   He probably only needs to add “Hi there” at the top, and “Best wishes, John” at the 
bottom, and it ’ s complete. 

 Of course, you ’ ll usually need to add more content than that. But the good news is 
that your content only has to satisfy two criteria:

   1.    Minimum length: keep asking “Do I really need to include this, if all I want 
is for them to do Step 1 ’ s DO?”; and 

  2.    Maximum interest: make it as interesting as possible – use humour, good 
visuals, stories, interactivity, and so on.   

 I cover both – in lots of detail – elsewhere in the book.   

  HOW TO KNOW YOUR COMMUNICATION HAS WORKED 

 Obviously, one measure of success is “did they do the DO?” In other words, John 
could say his email worked if they all sent him their ; gures. 

 And, for such a simple communication, that ’ s success. But, with longer, more 
involved communications, there ’ s a bit more to it. After all, you want to  engage  
people, not just  tell  them what to DO. 

 My four criteria for successful communications are that:

   1.    It worked – you got the result you wanted. They did the DO. 
  2.    You liked delivering it. When you enjoy something, you ’ re more likely to 

deliver it with passion, positivity and persuasiveness. 
  3.    Your recipient(s) liked receiving it. This means they ’ re more likely to buy-in 

and agree more quickly. 
  4.    It was as short as possible.   
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 HOW TO PREPARE COMMUNICATION THAT WORKS 11

 It ’ s easiest to remember these by thinking WITS:

   W orked 
  I  liked it 
  T hey liked it 
  S hort   

 When you achieve all four, it ’ s a great communication. 

 If any are missing, it could ’ ve been better. 

 If  all  are missing, it couldn ’ t have been much worse. 

 Given this, you ’ ll know you ’ ve succeeded when you trigger all four.

    

How to do it Questions to ask yourself

Worked 

I liked it 

They liked it 

Short 

Being clear on your DO.

Remove flabby content that bulks
things up, but adds nothing.   

Include elements you’ll enjoy. 

Include elements they’ll enjoy. 

Edit aggressively, removing
as much as possible. 

“What content could I strip
out without harming my
chances of it working?” 

“How can I make this more
engaging for me?”  

“How can I make this more
engaging for them?” 

“What else can I do, to
shorten this?” 

 

   The rest of this book has one aim: to help you be  brilliant  at achieving all four, every 
time you communicate.  

  FOCUS ON 231, NOT 123 

 So, the three steps of successful communication are:

    

Start Content End

1st
(DO)

2nd
(AFTERs)

3rd
(minimum length;
maximum duration)

1st 2nd 3rd

You prepare in this order  

You speak in this order 
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12  THE SNOWBALL EFFEC T

   The bene; ts of using this technique are  huge : better conversations; shorter, more 
interesting conference calls and meetings; presentations that work; emails that 
people reply to. It ’ s just a better way to communicate. 

 In fact, its only “weakness” is that some people think it sounds so obvious – basic, 
even – that they presume they do it more than they do. 

 But everyone ’ s so busy now, rushing from one thing to the next, that “obvious 
things” don ’ t always happen. Bad habits become the norm. 

 For instance, one of my customers, Julie – an organizational e- ectiveness expert in 
the ; nancial services industry – told me this story, which I imagine will feel pretty 
familiar to you:

  In my � rst week of an international assignment, my MD was worried that an imminent 
management conference was going to be a train wreck. 

 We chatted about what he wanted the conference to achieve for his business, and 
about why he felt it wasn ’ t going to happen. He then asked me to listen in on a Meeting 
Planners ’  conference call. 

 But, when I did, it was  terrible . They just kept going round in circles. For example, they 
spent ages discussing how to cram a two-day coaching workshop into two hours. It 
just wasn ’ t going to work. 

 So, I put on my “231 hat” and asked what they wanted delegates to  do  differently after 
the conference. 

 Silence. 

 In fact, it went so quiet that I wondered whether I ’ d offended my new colleagues! 

 Fortunately, I hadn ’ t. But, as I probed more, they realized they didn ’ t know what the 
managers needed, and had guessed “coaching” was the answer. 

 Our conversation uncovered that the actual problem was that managers weren ’ t 
feeding back in ways that improved performance. So, we changed the agenda to focus 
on that.  

 And it worked brilliantly. For the � rst time in years, the managers enjoyed the confer-
ence. Even better, their teams told us they loved receiving the new feedback, even 
when it was “developmental”! 

 When I re4 ected on this call, in many ways, it felt like we hadn ’ t made much of a change 
– all we ’ d done was stop focusing on the day, and start focusing on what they ’ d do 
after it. 

 But, then I thought again. This one tiny tweak had transformed  everything . 
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 HOW TO PREPARE COMMUNICATION THAT WORKS 13

     TWO FINAL THINGS TO HELP EMBED THE 231 APPROACH 

 Firstly, to help you prepare all future communications, here ’ s this chapter ’ s 
content in a simple template:

    

Go here
second

Do this
last

Start
here

AFTERs

(in the title, subtitle
and/or intro)

Content

(minimum length;
maximum interest)

DO

(Please can you . . .
Then I will . . .) 

2nd

3rd

1st

 

   And secondly, to see how your di- erent communications – presentations, emails 
etc. – might look, turn to the Templates appendix at the back of the book.  

  NEXT STEPS – IN OTHER WORDS, YOUR “DO” 

 Now that you know the three 231 steps, here are a few things to do:

   •    Use 231 on a short, simple communication today; and/or 
  •    Identify an important communication you ’ ve got coming up, and apply 231 

to it; and 
  •    Now that you ’ ve built your core, add snow to it by learning techniques to 

help you communicate better in speci; c situations. Why not go to the 
section that ’ s most relevant to you (note the sections ’  AFTERs titles!): 

  Section B – Get More Done, More Quickly: How to Save One Month 
per Year  

  Section C – Persuade More People to Say “Yes”: How to Convince 
Others to Do What You Want  

  Section D – Enjoy Your Job More: How to Make Work More Fun  
  Section E – Eliminate the Negatives: How to Remove Your Commu-

nication Frustrations   
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Build Your Core: Prepare Communication that Works 

To communicate more effectively, prepare in a different order to how
you speak.

You speak in the order: 
 
• Start first
• Content second
• End third

But prepare in the order:

• End first – what you want them to do.
• Start second – why they’ll be better off AFTER doing it.
• Content third – keep it short and interesting: what’s the
   minimum you need to say, to convince them to do it?  
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